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Abstract—In this paper, we present an empirical analysis of
the logs generated by the logging system available in Android
environments. The logs are mainly related to the execution of the
different components of applications and services running on an
Android device. We have analysed the logs using self organizing
maps where our goal is to establish behavioural fingerprints of
Android applications. Each fingerprint is build using information
available in logs and related to the structure of an application and
its interaction with the system. The developed methodology allows
us the better understand Android Apps regarding their granted
permissions and performed actions and it proves to be promising
for the analysis of malware applications with a minimal overhead
and cost.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Android environment is established as the defacto-

standard operating system for several devices including smart

phones, tablets, ebooks, watches, etc. The environment offer

a wide set of applications to be downloaded and installed by

the users through several available markets. The functioning of

these applications often requires access to potentially sensitive

user data (e.g., contact lists, passwords, photos), sensor inputs

(e.g., camera, microphone, GPS), and/or information about

user behaviour.

The behaviour of these applications is usually not verified

by the providers of the markets. Only the user has to decide

to install or not an application according to the requested set

of permissions, associated to the access of the device sensitive

functions. The user can then only rely on its own knowledge to

make the decision. However, recently the number of malware

targeting the Android environments is increasing with impor-

tant consequence on the violation of users privacy. Recently,

two major projects have disclosed lists of malwares targeting

the Android environment: the Genome Project has a list of

1260 applications and the VirusTotal project has a list of 20

000 applications. The increasing number of malware is due

to the lack of of checking and verifications when applications

are published on the official market provided by Google or

alternative markets.

Several methods and tools have been developed to analyse

and detect malwares targeting mobile devices. We mainly find

traditional tools such as Anti-viruses including Antivirus Free,

Lookout Security & Antivirus et Norton Mobile Security Lite

which rely on signatures based methods to detect malware as

it has been used in desktops and PCs. Other works [1], [2], [3],

[4] have proposed several approaches for detecting malicious

applications through the analysis of the permissions associ-

ated to them, the instrumentation of the system to analyse

calls to sensitive functions or the reverse-engineering of the

applications bytecode. However, these approaches despite their

detection efficiency are using heavy methods with an important

overhead to collect information and properties characterizing

Android applications.

In this paper, we present a methodology and an analysis

of Android logs to identify behavioural trends of running

Android applications. The patterns are then classified using

Self Organizing Maps (SOM) with input vector containing

permissions and actions performed by the applications. Logs

have been collected using the logging system available in

Android platform where we have developed an exporting probe

running on an Android device and sending collected logs to a

server. Each log entry is then analysed and all its respective

fields are extracted and stored in a HBase. The empirical

analysis of android applications using their logs allows us to

identify several behavioural patterns of a set of top ranked

free applications available in Google play store. We have also

replayed the analysis made by Barrera et al [13] where they

have only studied permissions of android applications using

SOMs. We have extended their methodology by including

more dimensions in the input vector related to the set of actions

performed by an android application.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section

II we present an overview of the Android environment, its

main components, its threat model and available existing

approaches regarding the analysis of Android applications to

detect malicious behaviours. In Section III, we present our

methodology to analyse available Android logs to extract

patterns of behaviour of running applications. In section IV,

we present our results where we have analysed the top 100

Android application available in the official market. In Section

V, we provide concluding remarks and future work.

II. ANDROID ENVIRONMENT

A. Overview

The Android environment, as depicted in Figure 1, relies

mainly on an optimized Linux kernel to manage system re-

sources of the mobile device. System services, native and Java

applications are executed as Linux processes. Each installed



application has its own user identifier and a set of group

identifiers associated to its requested permissions. The two

types of identifiers are used to control the access of the

application to the system resources. Each Android application

is executed within its own Dalvik virtual machine for better

isolation of running applications. An android application relies

Fig. 1: A simplified overview of the Android environment.

on several component types. The main component types are

activities, services, broadcast receivers and content providers.

The instantiated components are communicating between them

using intents relying on an inter-process messaging mecha-

nism. The activities components are mainly defined to build

user interfaces. The services components are used as back-

ground tasks without any user interaction. They are instanti-

ated through activities or broadcast receivers when receiving

one or several intents from the system or other components.

The broadcast receivers are used as listeners of system or

application events. Each Android application has also a set of

permissions specified by the developer that should be accepted

by the user at installation to guarantee access to a specific set

of sensitive system resources such as location service, reading

contacts, Internet access, writing and reading storage, making

calls, sending SMS, etc [5].

B. Threats and attacks

Android devices are subject to several threats and attacks

[6] due to an increasing number of malicious applications with

an important consequence on their user’s privacy and financial

information.

Several threats are related to financial charging where an

application may increase user’s billing when sending on behalf

of him premium number calls and SMS. The action is hardly

detected by the user since an application may send them

silently without providing a feedback to him [6]. Several at-

tacks are also targeting the content of the SMS, MMS, call logs

and different accounts information of a user [7]. For example,

the malware FakeNetflix was able to steal users Netflix account

information. Other malwares are less privacy threatening, and

their goal is to install a botnet on the user’s device and generate

an important number of requests to increase the rank of a

web site [8]. Traditional Denial of Service attacks are also

targeting Android devices. Attackers are able to exhaust the

battery of the device, generate an important network traffic

or make the device unusable. For example Bickford et al [9]

have developed a rootkit able to exhaust the battery on smart

phone by only activating several power-intensive services such

as GPS, WIFI and bluetooth. Attackers are using different

techniques to infect an android device [6]. The repackaging

technique allows an attacker to download an existing applica-

tion and piggyback a malicious payload, then resubmit the

application to an official/or alternative market. In addition

attackers usually use legitimate classes naming for the added

malicious code into the modified application. For example,

the malware AnserverBot uses com.sec.android.provider.drm

as a package name in their malicious code. Other attackers are

using fake applications that are similar to existing applications

but they are performing malicious actions. Other techniques

for installing and building malwares are detailed in [6].

C. Android malware detection

Android malware detection has been addressed by several

works [10], [1], [11], [2], [12], [3]. The proposed approaches

may be classified into two main categories. The first category

relies on static analysis of the code source or the bytecode

of the applications to identify malicious actions. The second

category of approaches relies on dynamic analysis of the

applications behaviour and their interaction with the system

using information collected from Linux kernel or by the

instrumentation of the Dalvik virtual machine.

Batyuk et al [10] has proposed a technique using static

analysis of the code source of an Android application. The

code source is obtained using reverse engineering tools such

as the Apktool and Java Decompiler. Then several pattern

matching algorithms are applied to verify the presence of

sensitive functions calls into the code. Finally, they generate

a security report regarding the potential of leaking privacy

information by the analysed application.

Burguera et al [1] have developed a detection technique

based on system call traces performed by an application on a

Linux kernel. The traces are collected using a crowdsourcing

approach where users deploy their crowdroid application to

collect the desired information. The collected data are then

analysed and clustered to identify malicious patterns and

signatures. The generated patterns are then used to detect other

malwares.

The existing approaches available in literature have used

several types of information at the application or system

levels to analyse and characterize the behaviour of Android

applications. We have observed that the collection of such

information is usually time consuming and requires heavy

techniques, mainly in case of system or virtual machine

instrumentation.



III. ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

The characterization of Android applications requires the

collection of information related to their execution and their

interaction with the system. We have observed that the Android

platform is providing a logging system where several interest-

ing information related to applications execution is available

and can be used to characterize their behaviour. In this work,

our aim is to analyse the available logs provided by the default

logging system of the Android platform to characterize run-

ning applications on a device. We make use of Self-Organizing

Maps (SOM) to project the information available in logs with a

2-dimensional visualization, and application component plane

analysis to identify existing correlations between applications

components. The adopted methodology is close to the work

of Barrera et al [13] where they have used SOM to analyse

the permissions of a set of downloaded Android applications.

Their goal was to provide insights on how the developers are

using the given permission model in their applications.

A. Logging system

Android platform provides a logging system which keeps a

record of the execution of different applications and system

services running on a device. The logs are giving informa-

tion about the execution of applications components (started,

stopped, resumed, paused and destroyed), their associated

linux processes and their interaction with the system services

(received broadcasts, received intents, requested permissions,

etc). Log entries are recorded and stored within several files.

They could be accessed using two available tools provided

by the Android platform which are logcat and dumpsys. The

two tools could be executed in the command line interface

of a device to view the different logs. In this work, we have

developed an Android application which relies on these tools

to export the available logs to a server where they are stored for

further analysis. The Android application checks periodically

the available logs and sends them using the syslog protocol to a

server where they are stored into a MySQL database. In a next

step, a parsing and conversion script is applied on the collected

logs from database to analyse them and extract different fields

for each log entry. We used a HBase to store the different

fields of each parsed log associated to each application run on

the user device. The snippet 1 depicts an example of a parsed

entry log of the CandyCrush game.

Each row contains a row key identifying the name of the

application and the set of parsed fields of the entry log. We find

mainly the name of the action performed by the application,

for example the creation of an activity and the different

parameters associated to this action (the task identifier, the

name of the started activity, the corresponding intent). We

have observed that after parsing all the available logs of an

application, we are able to identify its structure, mainly all

the components that have been activated and created during

its execution. We were also able using logs provided by the

dumpsys tool to identify the interaction of the application with

the system during its execution. Figure 2 depicts an example of

entry logs obtained using the dumpsys tool. We observe mainly

Snippet 1 An example of a parsed entry log stored with a

HBase table.

com.king.candycrushsaga00000000578627

column=component:, timestamp=1372762739311,

value=am_create_activity

com.king.candycrushsaga00000000578627

column=datetime:, timestamp=1372762739301,

value=2013-07-01 14:46:17.390

com.king.candycrushsaga00000000578627

column=params:Action, timestamp=1372762739316,

value=android.intent.action.MAIN

com.king.candycrushsaga00000000578627

column=params:Component Name,

timestamp=1372762739315,

value=com.king.candycrushsaga/.

CandyCrushSagaActivity

com.king.candycrushsaga00000000578627

column=params:Task ID, timestamp=1372762739313,

value=72

that we are able to obtain the list of permissions granted to

the application and also the list of received events from the

system. For example, we observe that the application identified

with user id 10190 has received an event indicating that an

outgoing call has been made.

B. Dataset

For the empirical analysis of logs, we have used a dataset

containing 98 applications obtained from the top free applica-

tions available in Google Play Store. The set of applications

has been installed on an off-the-shelf Samsung S3 device

running the official firmware version 4.1.2 of Android. GPS

is activated on the device and it is using a 3G mobile data

network connectivity. For each application, we have specified

two categories of information. The first category is relative

to the set of permissions granted to the applications, where

we have identified a total set of 432 permissions. The second

category is related to the actions performed by the applications

where we have identified a total set of 125 actions. This

set of actions includes the creation of activities, services, the

reception of intents and several actions related to its interaction

with the system. Thus we have characterized each application

with a bit vector of size 557 in which each bit denotes where

the permission has been requested or an action has been

performed. For example Table I presents a partial view of the

bit vector associated to the application com.facebook.katana

which is the android client of the social network FaceBook.

The obtained bit vectors of the application are suitable to be

used as an entry for a machine learning algorithm to identify

and classify their behaviours and study their relationships. We

have made use of Self-Organizing Map algorithm (SOM) [14]

to study their behaviour. This algorithm has also been used

by Barrera et al [13] to analyse Android permissions where

they were able to show trends in Android permissions usage

by developers. In this work, we keep the same direction with

the goal of better understanding the relationship between the

permissions and the action performed by Android applications

obtained from the generated logs.
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Fig. 2: A snapshot of logs provided by the dumpsys tool of a

running android application.

com.facebook.katana

Bit vector entry Associated action or permission

1 am create activity
1 am finish activity
1 am pause activity
1 am create service
1 am destroy service

1 android.permissions.INTERNET
1 android.permissions.ACCESS WIFI STATE
1 android.permissions.ACCESS FINE LOCATION
1 android.permissions.BATTERY STATS
1 android.permissions.CAMERA

TABLE I: A partial view of the bit vector associated to the

Android client of the FaceBook application.

C. Self-Organizing Maps

The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) has been proposed by

Kohonen [14] as a neural network algorithm for unsupervised

learning and data visualization. A SOM is able to map high-

dimensional input vectors onto a discrete space usually defined

as a map. The map is defined as set of nodes where each region

represents an area of the input space. This mapping shows

the similarity between input patterns as a proximity on the

map. Thus, it provides an understandable tool to capture the

properties of Android applications regarding their permissions

and actions, and organize their trends. Each node of the SOM

is associated with a weight vector that has the same size

as the input vector. The learning algorithm iterates over the

input vectors where they are presented successively and in

each presentation the weight vectors are adjusted. For each

input vector the similar weight vector is selected and modified

to be more similar to it. Then the neighbors of the best

matching weight vector are also adjusted using a learning

function which decreases monotonically with the number of

iterations to ensure convergence. After the training phase of

the neural network, we are able to visualize the map using

a D-Matrix (Distance Matrix) [14] which visualizes average

distances between a map unit and its topological neighbors.

Visualization is realized using colors where for example a

red color denotes large distances and blue color denotes a

small distance. Another interesting analysis technique is the

visualization of component planes which denotes feature maps

extracted from the SOM. Each component plane denotes

the values of the weight vectors of the map units for each

dimension of the vector. It shows the projection of the map

for each property, in our case a permission or an action. They

are useful to reveal correlation between application properties.

IV. ANALYSIS RESULTS

In a first step, we have only focused on an input bit vector

for each application containing only the set of permissions.

This first step allows as to verify some results obtained by

Barrera et al [13] regarding our dataset. Table II shows the

distribution of the requested permissions of our analysed

applications. Our first observation is that as stated by Barrera et

Number of requests Permission

98 a.p.INTERNET

94 a.p.ACCESS NETWORK STATE

74 a.p.WRITE EXTERNAL STORAGE

74 a.p.READ EXTERNAL STORAGE

34 a.p.ACCESS COARSE LOCATION

27 a.p.ACCESS FINE LOCATION

20 a.p.RECEIV E BOOT COMPLETED

10 a.p.WRITE CONTACTS

TABLE II: The most requested permissions by the applica-

tions of our dataset.

al, the permission granting internet access is widely requested

by the applications. In our dataset, all the applications are

requesting this permission. We observe also that permissions

related to data storage and location services are also widely

requested by the applications. Another interesting observation

that has also been made by Barrera et al, is that only few

permissions are widely requested by Android applications.

In our dataset it is around 25 permissions have more than

10 requesting applications. The rest of permissions are only

requested by one or or two applications. Figure 3 shows the D-

Matrix visualization of a trained SOM with only permissions

bit vector of our dataset. The blue color indicated a small

distance and red color indicated a large distance between



neighbors. We observe that the blue color is dominating which

means that applications are requesting similar permissions.

Except, few applications in the half right part of the map where

applications are requesting different permissions.

Fig. 3: D-Matrix visualization of the SOM for the requested

permissions by the applications of our dataset.

As depicted in Figure 4, component planes analysis confirms

the result of Barrera et al regarding permissions usage where

we have also observed that the Internet permission covers all

the map which means that all the applications are requesting

this permissions. We have also observed that several applica-

tions are requesting both the two permissions associated to

the location service (a.p.ACCESS FINE LOCATION

et a.p.ACCESS COARSE LOCATION ).

(a) INTERNET (b) ACCESS COA-

RSE LOCATION

(c) ACCESS FINE -

LOCATION

Fig. 4: Component plane visualization for various type of

permissions.

In a next step, we trained the SOM with a bit vector

containing the permissions and the actions performed by the

applications extracted from the logs. Table III summarizes the

most performed actions by the applications. We observed that

the most performed actions are mainly related to activities

life cycle regarding their creation, restart, pause and their

associated processes.

Figure 5 shows the D-Matrix visualization for permissions

and performed actions. We observe that when introducing

actions in input vectors, the blue color is still dominating

Hit Performed action

88 am proc bound

88 am proc start

83 am proc died

81 am create activity

81 activity launch time

81 am restart activity

79 am pause activity

TABLE III: The most performed actions by our dataset of

Android applications.

which means that applications are granted similar permissions

and performing closer actions. In the lower right corner of the

map, we observe that a set of 10 applications have created

a separated small cluster. This set of applications includes a

video player, several games and tools. This set of applications

was sparsely located within the SOM depicted in Figure 3. For

example the application com.google.earth was in the middle

of the permissions based SOM, and in logs and permissions

based SOM it is moved to this small cluster of applications.

The other applications of this small cluster was located in

the large blue region at the bottom of the permissions based

SOM. We have also observed that the com.android.chrome was

located in the middle of the permissions based SOM with a

color close to the blue and it has a set of permissions close

to org.mozilla.firefox and com.android.twitter. However, in the

logs and permissions based SOM, this application is located

at the most left middle of the SOM with an orange color. The

other two applications are also located at the most middle of

the SOM but with colors close to green which mean that they

still have a closer behaviour.

Fig. 5: D-Matrix visualization of the SOM for the requested

permissions and actions performed by the applications of our

dataset.

Figure 6 shows component plane visualization of various

types of performed actions and the requested permissions. We

mainly observe that activities related actions are performed

by the same applications. This result is trivial since this set of



actions are performed during the a life cycle of an activity. The

same observation happen with service creation and termina-

tion. We mainly observe that applications requesting location

and SMS reading and writing related permissions are mainly

using services. This set of application could be dangerous

since a service component is not visible to the user, so they are

able to perform SMS reading and writing without the user’s

knowledge.

(a) ACCESS COA-

RSE LOCATION

(b) ACCESS FINE LOCA-

TION

(c) READ SMS (d) WRITE SMS

(e) Create activity (f) Destroy activity

(g) Create service (h) Destroy service

Fig. 6: Component planes visualization for various type of

actions and permissions.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a methodology for the analysis of

Android applications behaviour using Self-Organizing Maps.

The methodology relies on the extraction of logs provided by

the logging system available on the Android platform. The

generated logs are exported to a server to be analysed where

we extracted the different fields of each log entry. Log entries

are then mapped within a bit vector where each dimension

denotes a requested permission or an action performed by

the application. The obtained vectors are then fed to a SOM

for training. The obtained SOM allows us to identify appli-

cations trends regarding their requested permissions and their

performed actions.

In future work, our goal will be to apply this methodology

on known malicious applications to better understand their

behaviours and trends.
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